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System	requirements	
In order to use the ESA Dongle Configuration Manger version 10.1 the following operating system are 
required and the following ASTRA dongles are supported.  
 
Supported operating systems: 

• Microsoft: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 and Windows 10 
• Apple:  Mac OS X 10.9 or higher 

 
Supported ASTRA dongles: 

• GAMP 0183 Firmware version 2.5 or higher  
• GAMP 0183 with integrated GPS  Firmware version 3.5 or higher 
• GAMP 2000 Firmware version 4.1 or higher  
• GAMP 2000 with integrated GPS  Firmware version 5.1 or higher 
• EIB 0183 Firmware version 7.0 or higher  
• EIB 2000 Firmware version 6.1 or higher  
• COACH 0183 Firmware version 8.0 or higher  
• COACH 2000 Firmware version 9.0 or higher 
• ESA Data Box Firmware version 2.7 
•  

 
Note: If you own an ASTRA dongle with and older firmware, please contact info@astrayacht.com for 
a firmware update in order to use the ESA Dongle Configuration Manger version 10.1 and to update the 
dongle firmware. 

Installation	
Download from the ASTRA website (http://www.astrayacht.com/wp/downloads/) the appropriate 
software version for your operating system, Windows or Mac OS X. 
To install under Windows download the Windows compressed file. Unpack the compressed file, run the 
appropriate “setup.exe” for 32-bit or 64-bit Windows systems, and follow the wizard instructions. 
To install under Mac OS X, download the Mac compressed file. Unpack the compressed file, go to the 
Application folder and run “ESAConfigurator”. In order to run the application enable the “Allow 
applications downloaded from anywhere” option in the Security & Privacy settings.  

Features	
The ESA Dongle Configuration Manager allows you to manage and monitor the following features:	

• Save the dongle setting to a backup file or load the setting from a backup file to the dongle   
• Change WiFi SSID name and Password 
• Firmware update 
• Set the baud rate of inputs and output of NMEA 0183 ports (from 4800 to 115200 baud) 
• Enable the ESA sentence output (http://www.astrayacht.com/)  
• NMEA 0183 sentences filtering and routing 
• NMEA 2000 sentences filtering and routing 
• NMEA 2000 devices sentences settings 
• Priority assigned to each port, eliminate duplicates and Time Out handling 
• Check the GPS status  
• Convert NMEA sentences (HDG,HDM -> HDT, VTG-> VHW) 
• Bypass of buffers (real-time) 
• Displaying buffer congestion 
• Output divisor factor 
• Translator setting 
• Send NMEA sentences to NMEA output 
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• Configure ESA  
• Configure GPS (only dongle with this feature) 

 

Connect	the	ASTRA	dongle	to	the	Host	PC	
In order to use the ESA Dongle Configuration Manager the ASTRA dongle and the Host PC must be 
turned on and ready to operate before being connected. First, do a scan for WiFi networks, by default 
the following names are set for the ASTRA dongles: 

• “ESA_GAMP” GAMP 0183 dongle (with or without GPS)  
• “ESA_GAMP_2k” GAMP 2000 dongle (with or without GPS) 
• “ESA_INST”  EIB 0183  dongle 
• “ESA_INST_2k” EIB 2000  dongle 
• “ESA_COACH” COACH 0183  dongle 
• “ESA_COACH_2k” COACH 2000  dongle 

 
Than connect to the appropriate network and enter the default password “FAE95A0697” when 
prompted. On the host PC start the ESA Dongle Configuration Manager application and click the 
connect button, when prompted leave the default IP address “192.168.1.3” as shown in the following 
figure. 
 

	

If the connection success the following scree will appear. Note that the number of settings e.g. the 
number of NMEA 0183 Inputs port, NMEA 2000 port, etc. depends on the dongle type and is loaded 
automatically. The label in the configurator upper left corner show the dongle type, the firmware version 
and the dongle MAC address. In the picture example, the dongle type is an “ESA EIB” (ESA Instruments 
Box), the dongle firmware version is “6.2” and the dongle MAC address is “001ec02b2462”.  
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If an error occurred during connection a warning as in the following picture will appear. Please check 
the WiFi network connection setting and check if the dongle is turned on (Green LED - Power and Blue 
LED – WiFi must be turned on). 

	

The ESA Dongle Configuration Manager could detect also if an older firmware is present in the dongle, 
which is not supported by the configurator. In such case, you will receive a message that forces the user 
to use the appropriate configurator. When this message appears, the configurator is “disable” in its 
entirety, except that display data on WiFi. 

. 	

Always remember to click the "Commit" button to save the configuration data in the dongle, sending 
them to the device. The read button is used instead to read the configuration from the dongle. 
In order, the start configuring the dongle first the setting from the dongle must be read to the 
application by clicking the “Read” button as shown in the following picture. 
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WiFi	data	viewer	
The wifi data viewer shows all NMEA sentences that the dongle process. The “Clean” button clean the 
wifi data viewer screen. The “Pause” toggle button allows to pause or resume the printing of sentences 
to the wifi data viewer screen. The “Start acquire” button start a data logging to a file. A dialog box will 
appear in order to choose the file name and location to store the log file. The “Stop acquire” button stop 
the data logging. The log file is a standard ASCII txt file. 
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Backup	dongle	settings	
All the dongle setting stored in the dongle EEPROM memory could be also saved to a backup file. The 
file could be then loaded to restore the saved settings. The system will back up the WiFi setting, GPS 
setting (only dongle with this feature), ESA setting, Input/Output settings, Priority, ESA Depth, NMEA 
Convertion, Sentence’s type, Filter and the ESA password (if the dongle is ESA enabled). 
In order to back up the dongle settings select menu “File->Save settings” the “Save ESA setting” dialog 
box will appear as shown in the figure. Select the desiderated file name and location to store the dongle 
setting. The ESA setting has the file extension “ESA settings (.est)”. 
In order to restore the dongle setting from file, first, select the menu “File->Load settings” the “Load 
ESA setting dialog” will appear in order to select an appropriate “ESA settings (.est)” file. Then select 
the menu “File->Apply all setting” to send all restored setting to the dongle at once. Otherwise, you can 
manually commit the desiderated setting. The “Commit” button will sent the “Input/output Settings”, 
“Priority”, “ESA Depth”, ”Sentence’s Type” and “NMEA Convertion” settings. Then you could also 
click the “ESA” button to manually send ESA setting, ”GPS” button to manually send GPS setting and 
select menu “WiFi->Settings” to manually send WiFi settings. 
 

	

WiFi	settings	
The dongle WiFi settings could be changed by selecting the menu option “Wifi->Settings”. 
All ASTRA dongles, from the same product family, have the same factory SSID and password. In order 
to avoid accidentally connecting to the dongle of another boat it is recommended to change them. By 
selecting the menu option “Wifi->Settings” the following screen will appear. 
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Select the SSID name field, putting, for example, the name of your boat, and the new password that 
must have a length of ten alphanumeric characters, that is, numbers from 0 through 9 and uppercase 
letters between A and F (0 - 9, A - F).  Then click on the button “Ok” to confirm the setting if the 
configuration has been successful, you will be prompted to restart the dongle, otherwise an error 
message will prompt you to repeat the setting. 
 

 

WARNING! The process of retrieving the user password requires intervention of a technician of 
Astra Yacht, we recommend that you write down the new password so that you can find when 
needed or save a backup file. 
From the WiFi settings is possible also to set the WiFi channel on which the network will work. This 
allow the user to select the most appropriate channel, thus avoiding problems due to interference from 
other wireless sources that operate on the same channel.  
There are to choice of setting the WiFi channel. First is by manually select the favorite channel in the 
combo box. The second is by pressing the “Auto” button, which will scan the network and find the most 
suitable channel.	Then click on the button “Ok” to confirm the setting if the configuration has been 
successful, you will be prompted to restart the dongle, otherwise an error message will prompt you to 
repeat the setting. Channels 1,6,11 are recommended for manually selections. The “WiFi Analyzer” 
button will show you the network scan details as depicted in the following picture. 
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Firmware	update	
The configurator software allows a firmware update of the dongle. When selecting the menu option 
“Firmware->Update” a dialog box will appear as shown in the following figure. Pleas select the “.hex” 
file obtained from the ASTRA website (http://www.astrayacht.com/wp/downloads/) or sent by email 
(info@astrayacht.com). 
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Wait the firmware update process to finish. The status bar show the update process as shown in the 
following figure. 
 

 

After the firmware update finish reset the dongle, the new software will be loaded. If the process is 
successfully finished the dongle green LED (Power) and blue LED (WiFi) will be turned on, otherwise 
the red LED (Overflow) will be turned on signaling that an error occurred. In such case, reset the dongle 
and the old firmware will be loaded. A corrupted file transferee or wrong firmware update could cause 
an update error. You could update firmware only from the same product family e.g. GAMP 0183 
firmware 3.5 to GAMP 0183 firmware 3.6 etc. If you would like to update to a different product family 
please contact ASTRA Yacht (info@astrayacht.com). 

 

Input	baud	rate	
For each NMEA 0183 input, you can set the baud rate in the appropriate combo box from 4800 baud to 
115200 baud (symbol/sec). The setting of this parameter is important for the proper functioning of the 
connected device. For example if input 1 is connected to a device running at 115200 baud and the user 
select 4800 baud, the dongle definitely will not receive the correct data, compromising the functionality 
of the device. The “Input N2K” is an NMEA 2000 to NMEA 0183 translator virtual port, which speed 
depend on the NMEA 2000 network and is not settable. The “Int. GPS” is the GPS port, which is settable 
in the GPS setting. The “Int. EIB” is an internal ESA instrument virtual port, which speed is not settable. 
Inputs “Input N2K”, “Int. GPS” and “Int. EIB” depends on the ASTRA dongle type. 
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Sentences	filtering	and	routing	
The dongle allows you to filter the input NMEA 0183 sentences in such a way to display and multiplex 
only data that is needed. NMEA 2000 messages (PGN’s) are translated into NMEA 0183 sentences and 
vice versa. Therefore, the filter feature of the multiplexer still works on NMEA 2000 messages, NMEA 
2000 PGN’s are first converted into NMEA 0183 sentences and then filtering and routing is applied. 
In order to filter sentences, first the sentence must be acquired in capture mode by pressing the “Capture” 
button. With this functionality the configurator starts listening for 20 seconds (you can also manually 
stop the acquiring process by pressing the same button again) of incoming NMEA sentences over WiFi. 
After the capture process is finish, all the sentence are displayed in the filter table as show in the 
following picture. Sentences could also be removed by selecting the sentences and pressing the “Remove 
Rule/s” button. All rules could be removed by pressing the “Remove All” button. 
The first column “T.ID” in the filter table is the talker identifier the second field “Sent.ID” is the sentence 
identifier, follows the input ports, the division factor and the output ports. 
Then check boxes in the green fields show on which input the sentences were acquired. NMEA 0183 
input ports are “In1”, “In2”, “In3” and “In4”, “IGPS” is the GPS port (depending on dongle type), 
“IN2K” is the NMEA 2000 to NMEA0183 translator virtual port (depending on dongle type), and 
“IEIB” is the internal ESA instrument virtual port (depending on dongle type). If the input check box is 
selected the input will be processed by the dongle if not the sentence will be ignored.  
The check box in the red field allows selecting which sentences will be routed to the NMEA 0183 output 
“Out 0183”, to the NMEA 2000 output “Out N2K” and WiFi output “Out WiFi”.  
The divisor factor “Div” is a configuration parameter that allows you to divide by a factor the number 
of sentences that are sent to the outputs (NMEA 0183 – “Out 0183”, NMEA 2000 – “Out N2K”, WiFi- 
“Out WiFi”). For example, if a heading sensor send 10 data per second, putting a divisor factor of 5, it 
will send only 2, others will be discarded. This feature is used in the event that some device updates data 
too fast and could create a dongle overflow. To access the divisor factor, press twice on the cell shown 
in following figure, and change the value in the spin box. You can set a divisor factor from 0 to 99 max. 
In order to apply the filter setting the “Commit” button must be pressed. 
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Input	priority		
The input priority option eliminates duplicated NMEA sentences on inputs. The option is selectable by 
the "Enable Priority"	checkbox. When is enabled, the dongle will assign a priority, which is settable 
through the appropriate combo boxes, to the incoming data based on input that is received. For each 
input you can set the priority from 1 to 7 (depending on dongle type), where 1 is the highest priority and 
7 is the lower priority. The “Time out” combo box specified a time out to overcome the same sentence, 
a lesser priority input is enabled to output a duplicate sentence from an entrance to highest priority. 
Through the checkbox "Check GPS Status" GPS sentences are processed only if sentence has valid 
NMEA status. The verified sentences are APB, GGA, GLL, RMA, RMB, RMC, VTG and XTE. 
As an example this function may be useful to set a second GPS as a backup to the main GPS. If for 
example two GPS receivers are connected to input 1 and input 2, where the input 1 has priority higher 
than the input 2, the dongle will process sentences only coming from the GPS connected to input 1, the 
other is blocked unless it is past the selected time out. 
In order to apply the priority setting the “Commit” button must be pressed. 
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Convert	NMEA	sentences	
It is possible to automatically generate a conversion of sentences as follows: 

• Magnetic to True Heading (HDG,HDM -> HDT) 
If this option is enabled, the multiplexer will generate a sentence HDT (true heading) when it 
receives a sentence HDM or HDG (magnetic heading). If the HDG sentence contains a magnetic 
variation, this value is used to calculate the "true heading". Otherwise, the value is copied. The 
originals HDM and HDG sentences are also forwarded to the output, but if you wish, can be 
blocked using the filter. This option can be useful for example in the case of satellite phones 
which need "true heading" to be able to direct them towards the correct antenna for satellite 
communication. 

• GPS SOG/COG to Speed Heading (VTG -> VHW) 
If this option is enabled, the multiplexer will generate a VHW sentence (water speed and 
heading) when it receives a VTG one (course over ground and ground speed). VTG sentences 
is generated by a GPS, instead a VHW sentence is generated from log and compass. You can 
use this option if your boat has not log and/or gyrocompass sensors. 
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Select	depth	data	
NMEA standard provides two types of information for the depth measurement:  

• DBT (Deep Below Transducer) that indicates the depth measured from the sensor;  
• DPT (Depth) that indicates the relative depth with an offset entered by the user. Usually you 

add, as an offset, the immersion of the sensor in order to have the depth from the sea surface, or 
you can subtract the distance that exists between the sensor and the bottom of the keel, to get an 
indication of the depth below the same.  

In this window, you can choose what information to display and set the desired offset regardless of the 
settings made on-board instrumentation. 
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Bypass	the	buffer	(Real	Time)	 	
The real-time option bypasses the queue for a specific input. During normal operation, all incoming 
NMEA sentences are stored in a queue, one for each channel, which can contain a few seconds of NMEA 
data. In heavy traffic situations, these queues can be filled quite quickly until an overflow occurs. If it 
happens, will turn on the red LED (Overflow) of the multiplexer and overflow indicators to the right of 
each entry section where an overflow occurred. 
Occasional overflow does not pose an immediate problem, but it just means that sometimes a NMEA 
sentence in input is discarded because there is more space in the queue. 
However, when a device is connected, that sends NMEA sentences 10 or 20 times per second, the 
corresponding input queue in multiplexer fills constantly generating a situation of constant overflow, 
causing an unacceptable delay information up to 20 seconds. 
By enabling real-time option for fast entry (e.g. Gyro), its tail is bypassed, input and output is sent 
directly without buffering delays the first valid NMEA sentence from the input. Some NMEA sentences 
are discarded when the multiplexer is working on another entry, but this is far less problematic than 
having 20 seconds of delay in information. 

 

	

Congestion	display	buffer	(overflow)	
The overflow bars are populated based on the traffic, the red LED (Overflow) on the device lights up 
when overflow is reached indicating a misguided dongle configuration. 
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Ability	to	modify	the	talker	identifier	
The dongle allows you to change the sentence talker ID. The Talker ID consists of the first two 
characters of a string and determines which NMEA instrument (talker) the sentence originates. 

 

NMEA/ESA	Routing	or	Merge	Mode		
The ASTRA dongle could send proprietary ESA sentence and NMEA 0183 sentences over WiFi and 
NMEA 0183 output. Proprietary ESA sentence represent a standard owned by ASTRA Yacht by which 
you could use the ASTRA Yacht navigation software e.g. ESA Regatta, ESA Instruments or ESA Coach.  
The “Sentence’s Type” radio buttons allows selecting the desiderated sentence output type. If you wish 
to use various devices with different client programs, you can set up a “Merge ESA + NMEA” mode 
that allows you to get data on WiFi	and NMEA 0183 output simultaneously NMEA sentences and 
proprietary ESA sentence. 
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Note that dongle type GAMP 0183 and GAMP 2000 does not have the proprietary ESA sentence enabled 
by default. You must first obtaining an ESA password from ASTRA Yacht (info@astrayacht.com) in 
order to enable the proprietary ESA sentence feature. 
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NMEA	2000	filtering	and	routing	
The dongle allows you to filter the input NMEA 2000 devices sentences in such a way to display and 
multiplex only data that is needed. NMEA 2000 messages (PGN’s) are translated into NMEA 0183 
sentences and vice versa. When started the dongle will automatically start search for connected NMEA 
2000 devices. In order to configure or filter the NMEA 2000 devices sentences select the menu option 
“N2K Settings->Settings” a dialog box will appear as shown in the following figure. 
 

 
 
In order to filter the NMEA 2000 devices sentences go to the “Input filter” panel and chose the 
desiderated device in the “Device” combo box as shown in the following figure. 
 

 
 
The “Device” combo box is automatically updated with the number of funded devices on the NMEA 
2000 network. In the following figure, the GARMIN GND 10 device is selected as device 1, with NMEA 
2000 address 1 and serial number 3914024416.  The device is enabled “Enable device” so input sentence 
will be processed by the dongle. If “Enable device” is disabled the device sentences are ignored. The 
table is showing all the sentence send by the GARMIN GND 10 device. Using the “Enable” check box 
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in the table the sentence could be enabled (processed by the dongle) or disabled (ignored by the dongle). 
In the following example only the NMEA 2000 sentences Vessel Heading, PNG 127250, and Wind 
Data, PNG 130306 are processed. The “Division” factor in the table divide by a factor the number of 
sentences that are processed by the dongle. In the following example, every six Wind Data sentence is 
processed. 
 

 
 
The “Enable input filters” check box enable or disable the NMEA 2000 devices filtering. If disabled all 
NMEA 2000 devices sentences will be processed. The “Scanning” check box enable or disable the 
NMEA 2000 devices auto finding, if disabled no device will be added if a new NMEA 2000 device is 
plugged in the NMEA 2000 network. The “Remove” button remove the current device selected in the 
“Device” combo box and the “Remove All” button remove all founded devices. Note that if the 
“Scanning” check box is enabled the removed devices will be automatically funded again. A device 
could be disabled by deselecting the device “Enable devices” check box or disabling the “Scanning” 
check box and remove the device. In order to apply the setting the “Commit” button must be pressed. If 
an error succeed an error dialog will appear showing the error. 
  
In order to set the NMEA 2000 device  sentence priority or update rate go to the “Device settings” panel 
and chose the desiderated device in the “Device” combo box as shown in the following figure. Then 
select the desiderated action “Action”, change device priority “PRIORTIY” or update rate “UPDATE 
RATE”, chose the desiderated sentence “PGN” and set the desiderated update rate in milli second 
“Updated Rate [ms]” or priority, -1 meaning restore to default value. In order to apply the setting the 
“Commit” button must be pressed. If an error succeed an error dialog will appear showing the error. 
In the following example the NMEA 2000 sentences Speed, Water referenced, PNG 128259 of the 
AIRMAR DST200 transducer is changed to 1000ms, one second. 
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In order to configure the NMEA 2000 translator go to the “Translator” panel as shown in the following 
figure. The “Enable translator” check box enable or disable the NMEA 2000 translator. If disabled no 
sentence will be translated. In the “Direction” combo box select the desiderated translator direction 
NMEA 2000 to NMEA 0183 or NMEA 0183 to NMEA 2000. The table is showing all the sentence that 
are translated. Using the “Enable” check box the sentence translation could be enabled (processed by 
the dongle) or disabled (ignored by the dongle). In the following example the NMEA 2000 sentences 
Vessel Heading, PNG 127250, is translated to NMEA 0183 Heading, Deviation & Variation [HDG]. In 
order to apply the setting the “Commit” button must be pressed. If an error succeeds an error dialog will 
appear showing the error. The “Reset” button reset the settings to the default values. 
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Follows	the	NMEA	2000	to	NMEA	0183	conversion	table.	Each	PGN	is	translated	to	one	or	more	
NMEA	0183	sentences.	The	“Translator”	setting	allows	to	select	which	sentence	is	translated.	Please	
note	that	one	PGN	are	translated	to	more	NMEA	0183	Sentences,	e.g.		Vessel	Heading	127250	and	
Speed,	Water	referenced	128259	are	both	translated	to	NMEA	0183	Water	speed	and	heading	VHW.	
If	the	sentence	is	send	from	two	different	sensors	this	could	result	in	data	mishmash,	the	data	is	
jumping	from	on	value	to	another	randomly.		

PGN	 		Description	 	NMEA	0183	Sentences		

126992	 	System	Time	 	ZDA	

127237	 	Heading/Track	Control	 	APB	

127245	 	Rudder	 	RSA	

127250	 	Vessel	Heading	 	HDG,	VHW	

127251	 	Rate	of	Turn	 	ROT	

127258	 	Magnetic	Variation	 	HDG	

128259	 	Speed,	Water	referenced	 	VHW	

128267	 	Water	Depth	 	DBT,	DPT	

128275	 	Distance	Log	 	VLW	

129025	 	Position,	Rapid	Update	 	GGA,	GLL,	RMC	

129026	 	COG	&	SOG,	Rapid	Update	 	RMC,	VTG	

129029	 	GNSS	Position	Data	 	GGA,	GLL,	GSA,	RMC,	ZDA	

129033	 	Time	&	Date	 	ZDA	

129044	 	Datum	 	DTM	

129283	 	Cross	Track	Error	 	APB,	RMB,	XTE	

129284	 	Navigation	Data	 	APB,	RMB	

129291	 	Set	&	Drift,	Rapid	Update	 	VDR	

129539	 	GNSS	DOPs	 	GSA	

129540	 	GNSS	Sats	in	View	 	GSV	

130306	 	Wind	Data	 	MDA,	MWD,	MWV,	VWR	

130310	 	Environmental	Parameters	 	MDA,	MTW	

130311	 	Environmental	Parameters	 	MDA,	MTW	

130312	 	Temperature	 	MDA,	MTW	

129038	 AIS	Class	A	Position	Report	 VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	message	1,2	&	3)	

129039	 AIS	Class	B	Position	Report	 VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	message	18)	

129040	 AIS	Class	B	Extended	Position	Report	 VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	message	19)	

129793	 AIS	UTC	and	Date	Report	 VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	message	4)	

129794	 AIS	Class	A	Static	and	Voyage	Related	Data	 VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	message	5)	

129798	 AIS	SAR	Aircraft	Position	Report	 VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	message	9)	

129809	 AIS	Class	B	"CS"	Static	Data	Report,	Part	A	 VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	message	24)	
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129810	 AIS	Class	B	"CS"	Static	Data	Report,	Part	B	 VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	message	24)	

	
Follows	the	NMEA	0183	to	NMEA	2000	conversion	table.	Each	NMEA	0183	sentence	is	translated	to	
one	or	more	NMEA	2000	sentences.	The	“Translator”	setting	allows	to	select	which	sentence	is	
translated.	Please	note	that	one	NMEA	0183	Sentences	are	translated	to	more	PGN.	If	the	sentence	
is	send	from	two	different	sensors	this	could	result	in	data	mishmash,	the	data	is	jumping	from	on	
value	to	another	randomly.	

NMEA	0183	Sentences	 		Description	 PGN	

APB	 Heading/Track	Controller	(Autopilot)	Sentence	"B"	 127237,	129283,	129284	

DBT	 Depth	Below	Transducer	 128267	

DPT	 Depth	 128267	

GGA	 Global	Positioning	System	Fix	Data	 126992,	129025,	129029,	129033,	129539	

GLL	 Geographic	PositionLatitude/Longitude	 126992,	129025,	129029,	129033	

GSA	 GNSS	DOP	and	Active	Satellites	 129029,	129539	

GSV	 GNSS	Satellites	in	View	 129540	

HDG	 Heading,	Deviation	&	Variation	 127250,	127258	

HDM	 Heading,	Magnetic	 127250	

HDT	 Heading,	True	 127250	

HSC	 Heading	Steering	Command	 127237	

MDA	 Meteorological	Composite	 130306,	130310,	130311,	130312	

MTW	 Water	Temperature	 130310,	130311,	130312	

MWD	 Wind	Direction	&	Speed	 130306	

MWV	 Wind	Speed	and	Angle	(Relative	&	Theoretical)	 130306	

RMB	 Recommended	Minimum	Navigation	Information	 129283,	129284	

RMC	 Recommended	Minimum	Specific	GNSS	Data	 126992,	127250,	127258,	129025,	129026,	
129029,	129033	

ROT	 Rate	Of	Turn	 127251	

RPM	 Revolutions	 127488	

RSA	 Rudder	Sensor	Angle	 127245	

VBW	 Dual	Ground/Water	Speed	 130578	

VDR	 Set	and	Drift	 129291	

VHW	 Water	Speed	and	Heading	 127250,	128259	

VLW	 Dual	Ground/Water	Distance	 128275	

VTG	 Course	Over	Ground	and	Ground	Speed	 129026	

VWR	 Relative	(Apparent)	Wind	Speed	and	Angle	 130306	

XTE	 Cross	Track	Error,	Measured	 129283	
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ZDA	 Time	&	Date	 126992,	129029,	129033	

VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	
message	1,2	&	3)	 AIS	Class	A	Position	Report	 129038	

VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	
message	18)	 AIS	Class	B	Position	Report	 129039	

VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	
message	19)	 AIS	Class	B	Extended	Position	Report	 129040	

VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	
message	4)	 AIS	UTC	and	Date	Report	 129793	

VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	
message	5)	 AIS	Class	A	Static	and	Voyage	Related	Data	 129794	

VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	
message	9)	 AIS	SAR	Aircraft	Position	Report	 129798	

VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	
message	24)	 AIS	Class	B	"CS"	Static	Data	Report,	Part	A	 129809	

VDM,	VDO	(AIS	VHF	Data-link	
message	24)	 AIS	Class	B	"CS"	Static	Data	Report,	Part	B	 129810	

	

ESA	setting	
The ESA setting  can be recalled by the button at the bottom left of the configurator page. Through this 
window, you can increase the refresh rate of the ESA sentence, the number of times that the the ESA 
sentence is sent by the dongle to the devices connected to it. In addition, this setting also increases the 
refresh rate of the bars overflow on the configurator. 
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GPS	settings	
The GPS setting can be recalled by the button at the bottom left of the configurator page (only for dongle 
with this feature) as depicted in the picture. The internal GPS has the possibility to transmit data at 
frequencies of 1, 5 or 10Hz (1Hz default). If you want to have a frequency higher than 1Hz, you need 
to set a baud rate greater than or equal to 38400. 
 

 

 

In the “Internal GPS Settings” dialog selecting the desiderated setting and pressing “OK” the data is 
transmitted to the dongle. If the setting success the following message box will appear. 
 

 

In case of an error the following message box will appear and the previous setting will be restored. Tray 
to repeat or set another GPS settings.  
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Send	NMEA	output	
This option allows sending custom sentences to the NMEA output. This feature could be useful to 
configure device like compassed etc.  
 

 

Client	settings	
The dongle allows you to send the ESA string to a specific server  (only for dongle with this feature, 
ESA Data Box), the dongle act as a client. To configure the dongle client setting go to “Client->Settings” 
a dialog box will appear as shown in the following figure. 
 

 
 
 
The “Enable” check box enable or disable the dongle client feature. If disabled no sentence will be 
sent to the server. The “Device ID” spin box set the device unique ID which will be sent to the ESA 
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server as the device identifier. The “IP” text box is the server IP address. The “PORT” spin box is the 
server port. If the “ONOFF” check box is enabled the ESA sentence is send to the server, if not an 
“empty ESA” sentence is send to the server for polling (this feature can be configured also with the 
appropriate command from server). The “Acquire every n sample” spin box define the acquire rate of 
the string ESA (this feature can be configured also with the appropriate command from server). The 
“Send n sample” spin box define the number of string ESA  sent to the server at once (this feature can 
be configured also with the appropriate command from server). The “Server check time” spin box 
define “empty ESA” sentence polling time. The “Server response timeout” spin box define the 
response from the server. The “ESA string update rate” spin box define the update rate of the ESA 
string. 

 

 


